Please add to the record for my Case as evidence
From: Brock, Charles (DCF) <charles.brock@state.ma.us>
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2018 11:00 AM
To: david@bigdm.org; Carleton, Sean (DCF) <sean.carleton@state.ma.us>; 'Keith Ablow, MD'
<kablow@keithablow.com>
Cc: Chwaliszewski, Helen (DCF) <helen.chwaliszewski@state.ma.us>; Martin, Leslie (DCF)
<leslie.martin@state.ma.us>; Malone, Thomas (DCF) <thomas.malone@state.ma.us>
Subject: RE: Appointments for Dylan Mabardy - Follow up - For the Record
You sound like your ordering me " So, serve me and do as I have instructed: Bring Dylan to Dr. Ablow’s
office for appointments or forever be known as a liar hypocrite and one who act’s without right or honor
and you will have that weight to carry and liability from this moment on. " I do not take orders from
you Mr. Mabardy. We seem to answer to different authorities. You are not mine. I am not going to
entertain any more of this email bantering. I wish you well however I have nothing more to say on this
matter.
From: david@bigdm.org [mailto:david@bigdm.org]
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2018 10:09 AM
To: Brock, Charles (DCF); Carleton, Sean (DCF); 'Keith Ablow, MD'
Cc: Chwaliszewski, Helen (DCF); Martin, Leslie (DCF); Malone, Thomas (DCF)
Subject: RE: Appointments for Dylan Mabardy - Follow up - For the Record

Charlie, You seem like a thoughtful man. I appreciate your timely response. I have taken the liberty to
call you Charlie because Mr. Brock is just uncomfortable for me and feels awkward. Charlie is a very nice
name both my brother and grandfather who I love and respect have that name. I think you probably
mean well and have good intentions. Still, there are things I see that are clearly being overlooked and
causing continued harm to Dylan:
1. I am not trying to aid you in your understanding and I do not disagree with you regarding public
service. You may believe as you choose that’s what freedom is all about as I see it. I agree with
what appears to be the truth and will believe that until I witness otherwise;
2. The people Dun & Bradstreet and Manta.com disagree with you about public service I am only
delivering that message to you. My only aim is seeking truth and justice for all of us and making
this right for Dylan. You take it up with them and your employer if you’re so inclined, I have
already;
3. You(meaning all of you in concert) abducted Dylan at Gun point in the street, false action
without right, without cause, under false identity, without jurisdiction and I believe, continue to
perpetuate fraud on so many levels it’s amazing, that to witness it shocks the consciences;
4. FOR THE RECORD: I am not requesting anything from you as you indicate in your response. You
act without right to act, while trespassing upon my intangible property. You and none of you
are an authority or immune from personal liability according to Dun and Bradstreet and the
nature of things. Please, let that sink in a little bit;
5. I am offering remedy and opportunity to mend the fault of those who have done wrong in your
organization by bringing to the table Dr. Ablow’s services and I am willing to do this for Dylan
and everyone so we attain redress;
6. You have no right to say YES or NO, only to do as I have instructed or be liable for the
consequence of acting without right. It’s up to you. If that does not matter than feel free to

continue to offer your private services to us. Just make sure we qualify, consent mutually or
ever have;
7. FOR THE RECORD: I do not fear You and do not fear coming to meet with Sean Carleton, who by
the way, is not my worker but in fact, yours. I never hired anyone for anything except Dr.
Ablow. Also, stalemate is on your part, not mine. You have made this meeting a condition of
your bringing Dylan to the Doctors as I have instructed. This is tantamount to another service
offering and almost funny if the problem was not so serious;
a. Can you please explain for me why you wish I meet with Sean Carleton, the nature of
such a meeting and for what reason you believe it’s stopping you from doing what’s
right for Dylan. Anyone, and I mean anyone, can see that bringing Dylan to Dr. Keith
Ablow’s office for Services can only benefit him and all of us to help mend and heal
suffering. So why would you assume power to impose a contingency to this end. That
being my performance of all things;
Charlie, You claim to be public service. Two times now but do you really believe it? How much conviction
do you have in this belief? What do public servants do? Better yet what do they not do? Have you ever
asked yourself this question?
If you do sincerely believe this about yourself then you must serve man in public. So, serve me and do
as I have instructed: Bring Dylan to Dr. Ablow’s office for appointments or forever be known as a liar
hypocrite and one who act’s without right or honor and you will have that weight to carry and liability
from this moment on.
Thank you, I look forward to seeing Dylan soon,
David
From: Brock, Charles (DCF) <charles.brock@state.ma.us>
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 3:49 PM
To: david@bigdm.org; Carleton, Sean (DCF) <sean.carleton@state.ma.us>; 'Keith Ablow, MD'
<kablow@keithablow.com>
Cc: Chwaliszewski, Helen (DCF) <helen.chwaliszewski@state.ma.us>; Martin, Leslie (DCF)
<leslie.martin@state.ma.us>; Malone, Thomas (DCF) <thomas.malone@state.ma.us>
Subject: RE: Appointments for Dylan Mabardy - Follow up - For the Record
We continue to disagree about the public service however we have reached out and asked you come to
meet with Sean Carleton, your worker and her supervisor before considering taking Dylan to any
appointments. You have expressed your fear of doing such a visit so that has put us at a stalemate. To
date you ignore our request, yet insist we oblige yours. I'm sorry but we will not be setting up any
doctor's appointments at this juncture. Charles Brock
From: david@bigdm.org [mailto:david@bigdm.org]
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 6:28 PM
To: Brock, Charles (DCF); Carleton, Sean (DCF); 'Keith Ablow, MD'
Cc: Chwaliszewski, Helen (DCF); Martin, Leslie (DCF); Malone, Thomas (DCF)
Subject: Appointments for Dylan Mabardy - Follow up - For the Record

Charles Brock, This is the DUNS number: 878509116 for the business where work. Department of
Children and Families. In a previous email on this thread you stated that you are a public service or de
jure government agency. I said you were not. You said we disagree on our views and implied that it
was a difference of opinion. For the record, it’s a fact not opinion. For everyone’s edification and to
understand the truth. You are a private business and that is not my opinion. Today, I contacted DUNS
and here attached as evidenced here is the response from them.
See attachment. You may have to zoom in but Customer care at Duns said that DUNS numbers are
strictly for BUSINESS.
I am sure they have no reason to lie about it.
Now, I am going to ask one more time in good faith: Are you going to set up a doctor’s appointment
for Dylan with Dr. Ablow so we may remedy this or continue to perpetuate a lie to rob and deprive
Dylan Mabardy of the love and care he deserves or will you just ignore me once again? I challenge
anyone and everyone to dispute the fact the you are a privately held company.
I look forward to your response,
Have a blessed day,
David

From: david@bigdm.org <david@bigdm.org>
Sent: Thursday, August 09, 2018 1:42 PM
To: 'Brock, Charles (DCF)' <charles.brock@state.ma.us>; 'Carleton, Sean (DCF)'
<sean.carleton@state.ma.us>; 'Keith Ablow, MD' <kablow@keithablow.com>
Cc: 'Chwaliszewski, Helen (DCF)' <helen.chwaliszewski@state.ma.us>; 'Martin, Leslie (DCF)'
<leslie.martin@state.ma.us>; 'Malone, Thomas (DCF)' <thomas.malone@state.ma.us>
Subject: RE: Appointments for Dylan Mabardy - Follow up
Mr. Brock, and others, again, thank you for your email. Sincere good faith is always
welcome! However, if we are not making progress it is due to the FACT that you and none of your other
workers have answered a single question I have asked.
All the while stopping Dylan from attending doctors appointments I have paid for and continue to pay
for today. Not one single answer to one question. My questions are fundamental and important
questions regarding your business operation.
You should have nothing to fear by answering me directly. Therefore, the lack of progress you indicate
is clearly on your part. The part of the people who have violated Human Rights and continue too this
very moment.
Again, tender the lawful body of authority Sean was referencing to say I cannot bring Dylan to my
privately hired doctor. Tell me if this is Sean’s opinion or a fact. Where that fact comes from meaning

the body of law and what page. This way I may literally be on the same page. Did he get his answer
from the Bible? This is an operational question. I wish to know if managers of your company DCF are in
the habit of rendering opinion as fact? Your answer to that questions and others would demonstrate
actual good faith.
Now, if we can’t get direct clear, concise answers to my Yes/No, non-legal, operational, simple
questions after this many emails and all this time the only thing I see is not good faith but rather,
dishonor and disrespect and malice and misconduct. Further, for some reason you have a fear of phone
recording, why? Yes indeed we are making no progress because you, in concert with others, are trying
to manipulate me by placing limits on said progress and using Dylan to extort me and get my behavior to
line up with your Agenda of contractual performance and paternalism, very persuasively I will add.
Question: if you called the police today and they answered the phone and said you were being recorded
would you hang up? What if you called the phone company and they said you were being recorded
would you hang up? How about the electric company? How about when I call your Company they say
I’m bring recorded, should I hang up?
A standard convention for quality services is in fact to record all calls today. Can you disagree with
that? That’s what I do to ensure quality service. Why do you take issue with that if you have nothing to
hide and you know this is a common practice. I can assure you I only intend to use the recording to
make sure we don’t get a hand full of different answers and that what’s said is fact not fiction or
opinion. Sometimes I may review the recording to clarify something I forgot if ever in future it were to
come up again in a questionable way I have a record of what was said. This should be easy to
understand and welcomed by all.
What do you fear about our phone call being recorded? Understand this: Human Rights have already
been violated and damage done. I am sorry to inform you of this but that is not going to ever change
because the past cannot be changed. Presently it does not have to continue and that can change so
please make a bigger effort. Why do you think I am writing you? It’s not because I have noting else to
do with my time, NO. It’s because Dylan deserves better than this.
So, why are you working hard to stop Dylan from seeing the doctor I hired and help him and I make
progress to remedy trauma and redress so we can be made whole. Honest, I am not your enemy and I
see no reason we cannot be friendly toward one another without contract or compact.
I never asked anyone to violate human rights. People choose and act on their own accord for whatever
compels them. If that action was in bad faith or wrong or crime, that reflects upon them, not
me. Now, I believe that if you don’t support human rights, you don’t have the right of claim to be a
Human Being. To me, it’s that simple. I know you, and all of you people probably don’t deny this in your
heart.
Why try to get me to perform for you and your company if I do not qualify? This is some kind of
coercion and as I have said the damage is done. Still, it does not have to continue. You have too many
clients already and you know it.
What exactly are you after? If it’s what’s right for Dylan you will schedule the appointments at Dr.
Ablow’s office with me today. Or show cause as to why you will not.

The only aim I have is to restore what’s rightfully mine. Then to clear my good name and redress. Why
do you wish to STOP this from happening and use the threat of force to continue a fabricated sham. If
people have acted wrongly consequence will be absolute as it should be. I can’t change peoples past
actions and if those actions cause harm injury and loss, as I see it accountability and responsibility is
what will fix the problem.
Some people who are involved in your association have worked to stigmatize me as to say that I am a
terrorist. I hold the evidence of this and can prove it in fact. I have a Human Rights claim against those
people currently underway for Attempted Murder. This is very serious and I have good reason to be
afraid of the people in your company. I fear for my life today and the life of my loved ones (Dylan) and
maybe you don’t know this yet. Susan Cummings does. Again, I fear for my life.
You think that I wish to see You face to face, anyone of you, while I fear for my life, what guarantees do I
have that you’ll not cause me additional harm? This harm already exists due to your stigmatization and
fabrication and attack. I am seeking injunctive relief from all of you by way of declaratory
judgement. Never mind that I am more than two hours away and for my intangible property is it hard
to believe I deserve reasonable compensation. Is this unreasonable? Hard to comprehend?
I bet you’re making at least 100K for your intangible property. It probably affords you a nice home and
quality life. Still you look for me to perform for free? So, with knowledge that I fear for my life you ask
that I come put my self in harms way for free and pay to bring the doctor I hired with me.
Do you not see how unreasonable this is? I offer for free a phone call to get my questions answered so
maybe we can move forward for the health and well-being of Dylan. I do this so I don’t have to be in
fear and minimize my out of pocket expense.
But that’s not OK with you? Really? Is that your opinion Charlie? Are you telling me that recorded
phone calls are outside the operational scope of what DCF company does. Can you show me the policy
or law you are referencing to make this judgement?
Your time to send the email, as you call good faith, I call, your job, your career. I am not being paid to
email you but you are, in fact being paid, still you do not to answer my questions but persist to solicit me
as a client. Please don’t confuse yourself to think otherwise. All you have done was say the same exact
thing, like a broken record, using political speak, we have been told over and over and over the same
rhetoric while ignoring my very valid questions.
So, this quasi good faith is nothing but your attempt once again to influence my performance without
actually responding truly in good faith. I question your integrity Charles. You see, the way I view this is
because you people have taken Dylan by way of force and continue threat of force, you continue
solicitation is to cover up your own malice and misconduct by getting me to agree, perform or as you
say, comply. All the while you’re acting for profit in private capacity as I have factually
demonstrated. Choose to believe as you wish but the truth will remain the truth and that will never
change.
As I see it you have an the obligation to answer my non legal and YES/NO operational
questions. So, here’s how it is: where there be an obligation to respond with clear direct answers, to
not answer is a crime and malice by way of omission, a violation of human rights. Are you a human
being or just some Title getting a pay check? Who are you Mr. Brock?

If I don’t get another response in a reasonable time with the agreement to having phone call and (you
are welcome to record it as I have nothing to hide) or direct answers to my questions; and or a schedule
of appointments for Dylan to see Dr. Ablow:
I am going to request Dr. Ablow produce an official statement, testimony regarding this
matter. Regarding the non-answers of my questions and the failure to bring Dylan to the doctors for the
purpose I have indicated in the many emails prior to now.
I will have no other alternative as you have now stopped all good faith progress by saying you are not
going continue our dialog via email or phone as to answer a single question for however many months
it’s been. You are stopping progress with the intention to manipulate is what I am beginning to
observe. Please put me in touch with the owner of the company as I feel progress can continue with
him/her.
Thank you, I look forward to hearing for someone ASAP.
Have a blessed day,
David

From: Brock, Charles (DCF) <charles.brock@state.ma.us>
Sent: Thursday, August 09, 2018 9:13 AM
To: david@bigdm.org; Carleton, Sean (DCF) <sean.carleton@state.ma.us>; 'Keith Ablow, MD'
<kablow@keithablow.com>
Cc: Chwaliszewski, Helen (DCF) <helen.chwaliszewski@state.ma.us>; Martin, Leslie (DCF)
<leslie.martin@state.ma.us>; Malone, Thomas (DCF) <thomas.malone@state.ma.us>
Subject: RE: Appointments for Dylan Mabardy - Follow up
Mr. Mabardy in good faith I have tried to intervene in helping you schedule a visit with your son. You
seem to be going in another direction. We will not engage in any phone conversations that you clearly
have stated you will be recording. I feel we are not making progress in trying to resolve this issue and
will agree to disagree on our views of the agency. That being I suggest you read Sean Carleton's original
email and follow his suggestions on how you can move forward. This will be my last e-mail on this
matter. I wish you well. Charles Brock
From: david@bigdm.org [mailto:david@bigdm.org]
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2018 5:36 PM
To: Brock, Charles (DCF); Carleton, Sean (DCF); 'Keith Ablow, MD'
Cc: Chwaliszewski, Helen (DCF); Martin, Leslie (DCF); Malone, Thomas (DCF)
Subject: RE: Appointments for Dylan Mabardy - Follow up

Thank you again for your quick response Mr. Brock. It’s good to know whom I am speaking with and
that you chose to reply thoughtfully and quickly. I believe, that you believe you work for the public. It
is not my place to aid anyone’s comprehension or convince you of something you wish not to
believe. Perhaps you base your belief on conjecture and I am not trying to insult you but perhaps for
mutual edification we can get on the same page regarding what I see as fact.

The way I feel is that I should simply say to you: Human Rights have been, and are still being
violated, consequence and justice is absolute. But, I am willing to share what I know to be truth:
1. This is the DUNS number: 878509116 for MASS-DCF Boston, or as you
say, Agency, correct? YES, I looked it up. The word Agency defined: a business or organization
established to provide a particular service, typically one that involves organizing transactions
between two other parties.
2. Observe one of your own sister companies domains as they present the .gov domain extension:
https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detailfull/national/programs/?cid=stelprdb125706
3 . Find under section, national programs: Who needs a Duns number? DUNS is Dun &
Bradstreet's (D&B) "Data Universal Numbering System". It is a copyrighted, proprietary
means of identifying business entities on a location-specific basis.

3. Finally, I have attached to this email http://manta.com business listing for your Privately Held
Company. You will find that it reads: Massachusetts Department of Children and Families is a
Privately Held Company located in Boston with your exact address.
For the record: this is not my opinion. It’s published information and I have stacks of it in addition to
the above 3 reference points. If a company is privately held there must be a private owner. To be clear:
that’s whom I wish to speak with right now.
Please notice I include my sources when I communicate facts. If these facts are disputable please
enlighten me. But even still, assuming all facts 1,2 and 3 are incorrect and I’m wrong, as to say you are
in fact public, then please tell me whom exactly qualifies for your alleged public services?
You should realize that I am two and a half hours away from your office and that cost of entering your
area for private business and meet is not inexpensive. I also do not wish to banter back and forth over
email but I am not exactly in the habit of offering my intangible property for free. If you wish, I can
send along my fee schedule and if this this is agreeable I will travel and we can have a face to face
meeting to answer my questions. Also, be aware Dr. Ablow’s time is not free and I am covering the
cost.
But if not agreeable we will have to work over email for good cause, for Dylan. However, if anyone is
willing to answer my specific questions directly in a meeting, I will be happy to host, for free, said
meeting over Skype, Zoom, or Phone call to remedy this matter ASAP. Please be aware all my phone
calls are recorded.
I am ready to schedule a call for said meeting immediately whenever Dr. Ablow is available and when
you’re ready to answer my questions. If I, or Dylan, do in fact qualify for your services and answers to
my questions lead to that conclusion, it’s probable I may accept said services from you. If not, Restore
Dylan Post-Haste. Do we have a deal?
Thank you, Look forward to your answer and schedule for a tele- meeting, or contract fee based
meeting face to face, David

From: Brock, Charles (DCF) <charles.brock@state.ma.us>
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2018 2:15 PM
To: david@bigdm.org; Carleton, Sean (DCF) <sean.carleton@state.ma.us>
Cc: Chwaliszewski, Helen (DCF) <helen.chwaliszewski@state.ma.us>; Martin, Leslie (DCF)
<leslie.martin@state.ma.us>; Malone, Thomas (DCF) <thomas.malone@state.ma.us>
Subject: RE: Appointments for Dylan Mabardy - Follow up
Mr. Mabardy this is to clarify that the Department of Children and Families is a public agency. Sean and
I as you should well know by now work for the Department of Children and Families which is an Agency
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. I am the Area Director of the Cambridge Office. There is no
said Owner of this agency. Sean is an Area Program Manager over the Supervisor and worker of your
families case. Any questions you have we will be happy to address when and if you are willing to make
yourself available to meet with Sean as he has requested in his original email. I do not wish to banter
back and forth through e-mails and invite you to contact Sean to set up a face to face meeting. As was
told before Dr. Ablow is invited to join you if you so wish. Charles Brock Area Director
From: david@bigdm.org [mailto:david@bigdm.org]
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2018 1:46 PM
To: Brock, Charles (DCF); Carleton, Sean (DCF)
Cc: 'Keith Ablow, MD'; Cummings, Susan (DCF); Chwaliszewski, Helen (DCF); Martin, Leslie (DCF);
Malone, Thomas (DCF)
Subject: RE: Appointments for Dylan Mabardy - Follow up

Good Afternoon Charles, Thanks for your email. In the interest of time I am going to get into this with
you but my email was addressed to Sean Carleton. May I know who you are with respect to this email
thread and this matter? I wish only to speak with the one who is the owner of your private Agency:
MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN AND FAMILIES:. If that’s not You, Charles, Sean, Susan,
Thomas, Leslie, please put me in touch with the owners of the company or their personal attorneys.
I didn’t say I got no response. Although for some period time I did get no response. What I am mean
today is: I asked a very specific question. Just 1, True or False, to Sean Carleton with series of sub
questions 10 in total if the answer was True.
I did not get a direct answer for any of my question. What that means is those questions got
ignored. Thus the equivalent of no response. Are we clear?
These questions are not legal questions but simple YES or NO questions to clarify my comprehension
regarding my qualification for your services. Very simple YES or NO, True or False and I asked if his
answers were opinion or fact from some body of lawful authority. If answers are truly facts than tender
the lawful authority you’re getting them from so I may know that it’ not just someone’s opinion.
I mentioned to Sean if he didn’t know to reply with:” I don’t know”. But YES, No response as I see it
even still today, now. Should I just accept people opinions or should we all be on the same page with
regard to facts before we draw conclusions regarding this very serious matter?
I asked said questions to identify if we(Dylan and I) qualify for your offering of free privatized socialized
services. I asked if I can pay for your services. I believe we do not qualify for socialized services and
never have and I don’t think there is any evidence to the contrary nor does the independent
International Human Rights Tribunal.

Also, to help minimize any confusion Charles, I never contacted Sean or Susan to set up Visits for Dylan.
If I don’t qualify for your services why would ask for them? My contact was to let you know I have hired
and retained my own private Doctor to conduct these services independent of your private company to
give Dylan the opportunity to start healing from all this Trauma and so he will not suffer more from
our ongoing lawful dispute.
Dr. Ablow’s services are to identify if in fact any allegations regarding what I know to be false claims are
apparent to an independent Medical professional. Also, to identify the mental and physical health and
well-being of Dylan because I am very concerned for him as I should be.
I mentioned already I am going to allow Dr. Ablow to release said information to the records of The
International Human Rights Tribunal and for your own private records as well. I am doing this with the
hope that relief and remedy and redress will soon be realized; to end harm, injury and loss which
continue today.
A place to start from to identify if in fact Dylan and I qualify for you’re the privately held
company/Agency DCF services to begin with and to present a path to remedy this ongoing harm to
Dylan. If we do not qualify and did not qualify than what are you people doing? Please restore Dylan
post-haste to I upon the metes and bound and seaward boundaries of the State of New Hampshire
Union, within The United States of America, today.
I hope that elevates any confusion between non-response and non-answer. Yes, I will say response
time has really been very lagging as well. I have been trying, in good faith, to bring Dylan to the doctors
since March 2018. That’s very slow response time from where I stand. But let’s not dwell on that and
more as this channel is now open.
Let the owner of the company answer my questions and remedy this today. Please put me in contact
with the owner of the company and bring me direct answers to my questions or bring Dylan to us for
said Dr. Appointments and or restore him post-haste so I may continue said Dr. Appointments with Dr.
Ablow for Dylan by myself.
My email was addressed to Sean Carleton who Dr. Keith and I were directed to speak with by Susan
Comings regarding said matter of Dr’s appointments for Dylan with Dr Ablow. Now I am confused, is
Sean the owner of the company and if not, who is? I wish to speak with the man or woman who is in
charge and has position and ability to answer my YES OR NO questions.
I look forward to Dylan coming home and beginning sessions with Dr. Ablow so he can made whole and
let the healing begin. Please respond with factual answers, not opinions, if we can talk with the one in
charge I am certain that will expedite this.
Have a blessed day,
David
From: Brock, Charles (DCF) <charles.brock@state.ma.us>
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2018 11:34 AM
To: david@bigdm.org; Carleton, Sean (DCF) <sean.carleton@state.ma.us>
Cc: 'Keith Ablow, MD' <kablow@keithablow.com>; Cummings, Susan (DCF)

<susan.cummings@state.ma.us>; Chwaliszewski, Helen (DCF) <helen.chwaliszewski@state.ma.us>;
Martin, Leslie (DCF) <leslie.martin@state.ma.us>; Malone, Thomas (DCF)
<thomas.malone@state.ma.us>
Subject: RE: Appointments for Dylan Mabardy - Follow up
It interesting that you feel we haven't responded to you Mr. Mabardy. Let me resend Sean's original email which I believe is quite straightforward and clear in how we can move forward with your request
for a visit. I realize you do not recognize the authority of the state but please understand we as a State
Agency are bound to work within the confines of Policies and regulations of the Department we work
for. We ask that you be understanding of that. If you truly would like to work with us to schedule a
visit, which we agree would be beneficial to both you and Dylan and as Sean pointed out we want to
help initiate please respond to Mr. Carleton's request below. Charles Brock Area Director. (Below is
Sean's Original response)
Dear Mr. Mabardy and Dr. Ablow,
Thank you for contacting me about scheduling a visit with Dylan. I would like to assist in scheduling a
visit between you and Dylan as soon as possible.
As I stated in my previous email, I would like to meet with you, Mr. Mabardy, to discuss scheduling visits
with your son. However, DCF continues to retain custody of Dylan and would need to facilitate the visits.
We would be happy to have Dr. Ablow participate in the visits but would like to schedule a mutually
agreed upon time to have a discussion regarding the visits. DCF cannot allow a private clinician to take
responsibility for the case and the visitation between you and your son.
I look forward to hearing back from you soon.
Take care,
Sean Carleton
From: david@bigdm.org [mailto:david@bigdm.org]
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2018 4:43 PM
To: Carleton, Sean (DCF)
Cc: 'Keith Ablow, MD'; Cummings, Susan (DCF); Chwaliszewski, Helen (DCF); Brock, Charles (DCF)
Subject: RE: Appointments for Dylan Mabardy - Follow up

Sean and others, Please respond with answer to my question? Dylan’s birthday is a few days away and
this would be the third Year he’s been without me. This is causing him irreparable harm as I see it. Not
just birthday but every day.
This continued alienation is clearly harmful for him and I imagine you know this.
I am doing my very best in good faith to remedy this this? Harm, injury and loss continue. Dr. Ablow
has been retained for this service. If you would bring Dylan this coming week to Dr. Ablow’s office this
will begin remedy and relief for my young man.
Please respond with answer to my question or dates you are available to escort or have Mary Lou escort
Dylan to Dr. Ablow’s office. I will authorize release of information from Dr. Ablow for you. I don’t know
what more you wish from I or why you wish it but the lack of response is unacceptable. Saying the same

thing over and over is unacceptable unless you tender the lawful body of authority you’re using to
provide your answers.
Thank you, have a blessed day, I look forward to your response.
David
From: Carleton, Sean (DCF) <sean.carleton@state.ma.us>
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2018 7:26 AM
To: 'david@bigdm.org' <david@bigdm.org>
Cc: 'Keith Ablow, MD' <kablow@keithablow.com>; Cummings, Susan (DCF)
<susan.cummings@state.ma.us>; Chwaliszewski, Helen (DCF) <helen.chwaliszewski@state.ma.us>;
Brock, Charles (DCF) <charles.brock@state.ma.us>
Subject: RE: Appointments for Dylan Mabardy - Follow up

Dear Mr. Mabardy and Dr. Ablow,
Thank you for contacting me about scheduling a visit with Dylan. I would like to assist
in scheduling a visit between you and Dylan as soon as possible.
As I stated in my previous email, I would like to meet with you, Mr. Mabardy, to discuss
scheduling visits with your son. However, DCF continues to retain custody of Dylan and
would need to facilitate the visits. We would be happy to have Dr. Ablow participate in
the visits but would like to schedule a mutually agreed upon time to have a discussion
regarding the visits. DCF cannot allow a private clinician to take responsibility for the
case and the visitation between you and your son.
I look forward to hearing back from you soon.
Take care,
Sean Carleton
Sean Carleton
Area Program Manager
Cambridge Area Office
810 Memorial Drive
2nd Floor
Cambridge, MA 02139
617-520-8708 (W)
617-354-0243 (Fax)

From: david@bigdm.org [mailto:david@bigdm.org]
Sent: Thursday, July 26, 2018 1:44 PM
To: Carleton, Sean (DCF)
Cc: 'Keith Ablow, MD'; Cummings, Susan (DCF); Spears, Linda (DCF)
Subject: Appointments for Dylan Mabardy - Follow up

Good Afternoon, Sean, this is David Mabardy once again to Follow up with you regarding this
outstanding matter. Dr. Ablow and I were directed by Susan Cummings to contact you regarding Dr.
Appointment’s we have set up for Dylan Mabardy. Your limited response couple weeks ago led me to
believe that you misunderstood the purpose of Dr. Ablow’s involvement and I sent you something to
clarify. If you have questions let us know. I covered the purpose of said private Dr. appointments in
previous email but I am happy to elaborate further if need be. Let me know if you have questions. I’m
copying Dr. Ablow, Susan Cummings and Linda Spears on this email with the hope that we can remedy
this quickly.
I asked for your information release form and am willing to conditionally release information from the
Doctor. I am still waiting for a response from you. Please view this email as a friendly reminder that we
are still waiting for your response. Thank you in advance for your cooperation in a timely fashion.
DCF is a privately held company who employ’s private workers like yourself and others who are
somehow qualified in the medical profession. Dr. Ablow is an expert in this field as well and privately
hired for the same activity you offer as free socialized benefits. What is the difference?
I have chosen Dr. Ablow and do pay for his services why would you attempt to deny that or insist I used
yours for free?
I have been making attempts to set up these Dr. Appointments for Dylan since March 2018 and still until
now, nothing and a continued non-response or limited response or political response but nothing for
when we can make a schedule and no tender of lawful or logical authority with reason to say why we
cannot. Dylan is my number one priority.
Are the people of DCF going to deny this young man the good life he deserves to further their own
private agenda or will you demonstrate your honor, impartiality, valor for human rights and good faith
and bring Dylan to the Doctor’s appointments I have made for him?
We look forward to your response as soon as possible with dates Dylan can attend private session with
Dr. Ablow at his office. Dr. Ablow has already emailed you his qualifications and again if you have any
questions please let us know.
Thank you,
David

